
Capture the experience.

1. Copyright Information/Release 

I, Kirsten McGoey/Trinity Design, retain copyright on all images and reserve the right to use the images 
and/or reproductions for display, publication, or any other lawful purpose online or offline*. Upon purchase 
of  digital images or prints, you, the client, receive a release that allows you to use the images/prints for your 
own personal use ONLY.  The release does not allow my work to be edited or changed in any way by any 
third party or by yourself the client.  The release does not allow for resale.

2. Model Release Forms (when applicable**)

The client/model agrees to grant the photographer and its legal representative’s unrestricted rights 
to use and publish photographs for advertising, display, websites and internet promotions, contests, public 
displays such as in malls, photography books, store fronts, window displays, studio displays, advertising, 
portfolio purposes and any other purpose deemed proper by the photographer. When taken in partnership 
with the client the release will be admended to include the business purchasing that right.

* If the client requests their images are not used in Trinity Design and my own personal portfolio they must request this at time of signing. 
This must come in the form of a formal request at the time of signing for the experience session - our session agreement form provides 
you with this opportunity as we understand for personal and professional reasons this is needed for some clients.

* *In the case of portfolio, brand or product sessions a model (s) will be asked to sign a model release form as the images are then 
intended for public use and consumption. 

Session Agreement



3. Photo Editing Schedule 

Editing and processing of images takes time. We estimate most immersive and standard/lifestyle experience 
sessions to take 2-4 weeks to process for pick up or online gallery delivery. We thank you for your 
consideration and note that during the holiday season we book sessions well in advance of the holiday 
season to facilitate delivery for the Christmas season.

4. What You Receive 

Depending on what kind of experience session you book here is what you can expect to receive: 

- Professional photographer’s time, talent using full frame pro camera equipment and lenses 
- a specified number of hours as indicated by the type of experience session you book (for a full listing see 
our pricing section under experiences) 
- Editing time to a photographer’s choice of images from your session in an online gallery
- A predetermined print credit to be used on your session gallery (if applicable)
- An a la carte menu to chose your combination of prints, canvases and more from which you order your 
prints, canvases and other post experience session items for your home and office

Digitals are sold as a separate item (unless otherwise specified in a experience - check your invoice to be 
sure) in support of our promise to help client get their experiences off hard drives and disks and onto their 
walls at home and in their offices. We do not at ANY time give RAW or unedited work to clients.

CDs or USB keys are also for sale at an additional cost when applicable. Typical delivery is through online 
galleries in the case where digital sales are applicable.

5. Print Waiver/Print Quality & Policy Form 

Due to the fact that in any digital sales I am releasing images to you to print as you wish, I have no control on 
where you go for your printing choices. Therefore I, Kirsten McGoey/Trinity Design, am/are not 
responsible for print quality should you the client wish to use a third party printing service with any of 
your digital images. Due to the lack of quality, experience and often grabby rights at Big Box and other non-
professional photo finishing stores Trinity Design recommends strongly using us as your print provider for 
archival quality and colour in all your captured experiences.

6. Travel/Kilometres 

Kilometre charges will apply on travel that is outside our local area zone (this zone is defined as 25 km from 
our Olde Whitby Studio). In the case of additional charges a mileague estimate will be added to your invoice 
and will be part of your deposit required to book your experience session. The charge is .54 cents per km as 
per the recommendation by the Canada Revenue Agency and would apply to a round trip.

7. Deposits & Payments 

A non-refundable 100% deposit of your session fee is required to secure your chosen experience session 
(with 48 hours notice we are happy to reschedule your session). Deposit payments can be made via cash or 
Electronic Mail Transfer (Interac) through your bank. We also offer SQUARE on any transaction over $250 
CAD. Transactions must exceed $250 CAD due to the fees we incur when using this service. 



8. Cancellations & Rebookings

If a photo session needs to be rescheduked due to unforeseen circumstances please always contact Trinity 
Design.  We will reschedule your session for the next available booking date if notice is given within 48 
hours. In the case of our own need to cancel a session we will contact you using the information you provide 
in your registration form online.

9. Prints and Product Orders 

All orders for prints and products must be paid BEFORE the order is sent to the lab for printing; this 
includes shipping fees. We are not responsible for unforseen circumstances when placing order with our 
suppliers but will endeavour whenever possible to ensure you get your proper order, on time and in a state 
that is satisfactory to you.

10. Image Delivery

Trinity Design has switched to an online delivery system using Pixieset. This system allows clients to:
- Select their favourite images (in tandem with us or on their own)
- Purchase items from the gallery using the store function.
- Download digital images which will allow for storage in your own cloud system.

If you would prefer the images were delivered at the end of your session as a finished product we do offer 
CD and USB delivery at a fee. See our a la carte menu for up to date pricing.

11. Lifetime of your Gallery

All Pixieset (or other similar online galleries) are posted for the client to choose their images and order items 
from the a la carte menu. The following should be noted for galleries:

a. Galleries will stay posted online for 6 weeks after delivery to the client. Trinity Design requests respectfully 
that image choices and a la carte menu orders are made in that time frame.
b. After 6 weeks the gallery will be removed from our online system.
c. It will cost the client $25 to repost the online gallery after 6 weeks and before 6 months has passed from 
the date Trinity Design has originally delivered the gallery.
d. It will cost the client $50 to repost the online gallery after 6 months has passed through two years from 
the date Trinity Design has originally delivered the gallery. After two years Trinity Design may not be able to 
restore your images - we endeavour to store them but cannot guarantee them.



11. Limit of Liability 

The photographer takes the utmost care with your images using professional equipment, respect to 
transportation and processing, but if there are problems with equipment malfunction, lost or stolen 
equipment, or images being destroyed for reasons beyond the photographer’s control, the 
photographer is not liable. 

Images over two years in age are no longer guarunteed to be available and we encourage all clients to print 
the images they hold dear on archival quality prints from our a la carte menu. 

12. Session Attendance

Trinity Design caps our outdoor session attendees at 6 adults/children and all our indoor studios/mini 
sessions at 5 persons (2 adults and 3 children) due to size limitations in our studio space. Larger groups and 
pets are something Trinity Design is happy to accomodate with advanced notice and planning - often times 
extra attendees and pets requires the hiring of an assistant, a change of venue and additional cost. Let Trinity 
Design know at the time of booking your needs and we would be pleased to give you a quote on the 
specifics of your session’s needs.

In order to sign that you have read and understood the following you must sign the online form locat-
ed on our website under “register”.  This is a legal and binding contract and must be treated as such 
when filling out the form online.

For additional questions and information please contact us in person at the information listed below:

e. trinitydesignkm@gmail.com
t. 905.925.7529 (during business hours please)


